Types of physician’s liability for medical errors on a contract of employment and a civil law contract
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Abstract

As errors in medicine occur, it is important to obey all the requirements necessary to avoid the liability for medical damages. Physician’s liability depends on a type of legal relationship within which he acts.
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Introduction

Despite doctors’ best efforts, errors in medicine occur [1]. Doctor’s liability for medical errors might be of different types: civil, criminal, ethical. Regarding the first type of liability, it is perceived as significant due to its financial consequences [2]. The range of doctor’s liability differs significantly depending on a title of medical services. Namely, a contract of employment guarantees financial secure, while civil contract stipulates joint and several liability of a doctor and a medical entity. In turn criminal, likewise ethical, liability of a doctor is a type of personal responsibility, which can be borne only by a natural person.

Civil — financial liability

Polish Labour Code regulation of the article 120 concerns employee’s protection against a third-party damage claims. The only entity obliged to compensate the damage is an employer. An employer has a recourse claim against an employee, whose actions or omissions have caused a damage. However, the above mentioned claim is limited to the amount of three remunerations, unless a physician has caused a damage by a deliberate action. Thus it would be wrong to imagine that an employer’s liability is limited in any other way by this rule of law [3].

In case a doctor enters into a civil contract with a medical entity as an individual medical practice, he bears joint and several liability for damages caused while performing medical activity. Contract of employment guarantees financial secure, as claims for medical damages are high, including not only compensation, but often also a disablement pension.

Requirements of civil liability

In case a medical service is given within the scope of health insurance guaranteed by the state, a doctor shall be liable for a tort, namely an act or omission that gives rise to injury or harm to another for which courts impose liability [4]. In the context of torts, “injury” describes the invasion of any legal right, whereas “harm” describes a loss or detriment in fact that an individual suffers [5]. The liability for private medical services is also strengthen by a contractual bound, as a patient may also require certain level of due diligence while performing contractual obligations by a doctor.
Contractual liability imposes sanctions for non-observance of contractual obligations, while tort law attaches sanctions to breaches of rules of conduct, which are imposed by statutes [6]. As a result, while performing private medical services, a doctor may be liable for both: tort and contractual obligation [7]. To establish a right to compensation against a doctor, an injured patient must establish the existence of a duty of care between doctor and patient, breach by the doctor of that duty and a direct causal relation between that breach of duty and the complained of injury [8]. Only some percentage of hospital inpatient admissions result in an adverse event, from among which cause claims for medical negligence cause a court action. However, both the number of claims and the awarded compensations increase as failures to uphold a suitable standard of care appear more often [9].

The requirements of tort liability are as follows: a fault, a damage and a causal link between both [10]. The fault occurs when a party responsible for damage can be charged with an objective and subjective impropriety of behaviour. The objective element is omission of a legal order — violation of specific orders or prohibitions. Subjective element is expressed in a wrong psychological attitude of a perpetrator of a damage and manifests itself in the lack of knowledge, carelessness in the proceedings or negligence consisting in failure to comply with due diligence [11].

**Diagnostic error**

A diagnostic error is either diagnosis of a non-existing disease (a positive error) or not recognising the existing disease, which leads to a deterioration of patient’s health [12]. An error committed on this stage of treatment usually results from faulty premises, on which the physician resisted and affects the entire treatment process, often causing irreversible effects [13]. A doctor may shirk responsibility if his wrong diagnosis has been justified by the symptoms [14].

However, if it resulted from such acts or omissions as e.g. a failure to perform all the necessary tests, lack of proper analysis, misinterpretation of the X-ray, the liability is inevitable. Some authors define diagnostic error as a diagnosis, that was unintentionally delayed, wrong or missed [15]. The others consider it to be a failure to establish an accurate and timely explanation of the patient’s health problem or communicate that explanation to the patient [16].

**Therapeutic error**

Therapeutic failure may be a consequence of a previously made diagnostic error, but it may also consist in e.g. performing a surgery despite the existence of medical reasons. Therapeutic error is as a choice of a wrong method of treatment, improperly performed surgery, widening of an operating field without a necessity.

Therapeutic errors can occur in the administration phase, in the prescription phase, in the transcription phase and in the preparation phase [17]. The judiciary as an example of therapeutic error has indicated a mistake to prescribe pyralginum for asthma in the form of an injection for oral use at home, without predicting the possibility of an anaphylactic shock, which led to the death of the patient who was deprived of immediate professional help [7].

**Error of performance**

The improper performance of correct medical decisions is to be considered as a performance error. Sometimes it is also called a technical error [18]. Executive error means incorrect implementation of diagnostic or therapeutic recommendations and is much more complex than decision error. The category of executive error should be understood as the execution of medical service that resulted in patient’s damage [19].

**The essence of a joint and several liability of a doctor**

Joint and several liability of a doctor results in certain rights of a patient, who is planning to start a litigation concerning his interests. He is entitled to demand his full or partial compensation, from all or several entities obliged to compensate a damage or from each of them separately. The entities jointly liable are: a physician, a medical entity in which he performs his medical activity and insurers of both. Compliance with an obligation to compensate a damage by any of liable debtors releases the others.

The essence of joint and several liability consists in the fact, that each of the joint and several debtors is liable for the fulfilment of the entire obligation. However, final scope of each entity’s liability depends on its participation in a damage. If a patient has suffered from technical error of a doctor, who performed his medical activity on a civil contract, such a doctor shall bear the liability himself [20]. If a damage has been caused by a defectiveness of a medical equipment that should be provided by a hospital, a doctor shall not be liable for such a damage [21].

**Conclusions**

Patient’s damage, being a consequence of therapeutic procedures, which are considered to be activities aimed at protecting human life and health, is devoid of the features of illegality on condition, that the procedure is performed in a manner consistent with generally recognised principles of knowledge and medical art [22]. An error in medical practice is an act (omission)
incompatible with medical science in the field available to the physician [23].

An error in medical art depends on whether certain doctor’s behaviour in a specific situation, as well as all the circumstances existing at the time of performing a medical procedure, have been coherent with the requirements of current knowledge, medical science and commonly accepted medical practice. Each physician is required to perform his profession in accordance with current medical knowledge, available methods and means of prevention, diagnosis and treatment, in accordance with principles of professional ethics and due diligence [24, 25].

Despite increasing attention to issues of patient safety, medical damages continue to occur, causing direct and consequential injuries to patients, families, and health care providers. A doctor performing medical activity on a civil contract is subjected to joint and several liability for damages caused to patients, while contract of employment guarantees employer’s liability for damages caused by his employee.
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